Abstract An increasing number of robotic systems involving lots of robotic individuals are used to serve human, such as intelligent terminal, intelligent storage, intelligence factories, etc. It is a trend of robotics technology that robotics system will become huger with more individuals. In these systems, they form the robotic societies and need establish some computing rules and mechanisms to ensure the operation like all biological social systems. In this paper, a novel system architecture for swarm robotic system, including three layers: humancomputer interaction layer, planning layer and execution layer, is put forward, which is effective for task-oriented swarm robotic system. Then, a hierarchical organizational model for the system is presented, which is used to establish management relationship between different layers and individuals. Because task-oriented characteristic is required, this paper elaborates task description knowledge to explain the relationship between tasks for task decomposition and task logic. In addition, a method of behavior generation based on proposition/transition Petri networks is designed, which would effectively assist the system to construct combined behavior using simple individual behavior to solve a variety of tasks. At last, Illustration is shown to prove effectiveness and an implementation of the method based on SociBuilder system is introduced.
Introduction
Three characteristics of robotic development are summarized as follows: (a) to integrate and improve the performance of individual robot, such as its stability and load capacity; (b) to develop intelligence of individual, which makes robots work more automatically and smarter; (c) to involve a large number of robots in the whole system, which helps the system to cope with more difficult and pragmatic tasks with cooperative work. The research content of this paper mainly focuses on the last two aspects, devoting to make swarm system work more intelligently and autonomously.
The research of swarm robotics gets inspirations from natural swarm intelligence, such as the biological studies of insects, ants and swarm creature in other fields. Hence swarm robotics can be defined as a new approach to the coordination of multi-robot system which consists of large numbers of relatively simple physical robots and which is supposed that a desired collective behavior emerges from the interactions among the robots and interactions between the robots and environment (Mohan and Ponnambalam 2009; Higgins et al. 2009 ). Some definition of swarm robotic system is shown as following: (a) as the first definition, Bahceci and Sahin (2005) thought that Swarm robotics should been defined as a novel approach to the coordination of large number of robots. (b) Beni (2005) also gave one specific definition in 2005, he thought that the group of robots is not just a group, but also it has some special characteristics, which are found in swarms of insects, that is, decentralised control, lack of synchronisation, simple and identical members. (c) In Wikipedia, the definition is described by individual characteristics, it thought that swarm robotics is a new approach to the coordination of multi-robot systems which consist of large numbers of mostly simple physical robots. It is supposed that a desired collective behavior emerges from the interactions between the robots and interactions of robots with the environment (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swarm_ robotics).
In our opinion, some characteristics of definition is not reasonable, because a lot of vague words is used, such as large number, simple members, etc., and system could be heterogeneous. In this point, considering the future application of swarm robots and combining with existing concepts, a novel definition of swarm robotic system is defined, which more cares for system organization, shown as following, Swarm robotic system is a robotic system with a special organization structure, which is characterized by its considerable flexibility, unforeseeably changes in its scale even to an infinite number of individuals, and the wide range of individual structures or forms as long as they can interact with others or environments.
In recent years, an increasing number of research groups around the world focus on this kind of robot mainly for the following reasons: (a) Robustness; (b) Scalability; (c) Flexibility; (d) Economy (Mohan and Ponnambalam 2009; Higgins et al. 2009 ). At the end of 2014, the research of Kilobots (Rubenstein et al. 2012 ) was chosen as one of the top 10 breakthroughs in Science magazine. Kilobots is a remarkable swarm robotic system made by Self-organization system research group in Harvard University. These robots could organize themselves into stars and other interesting two-dimensional shapes. This news fully affirms the scientific significance of swarm robotics. In addition, some other swarm robotic platforms are developed to verify swarm theories, such as Pheromone robotics (Purnamadjaja and Russell 2006) , Swarm-bots (Dorigo 2005) , Swarmanoid (Dorigo et al. 2013) and Termites robotics (Durrant-Whyte et al. 2012) etc. As to practical application, Amazon has hired about 15,000 Kiva robots to help company arrange millions of stocks in its storehouses. In the foreseeable future, a lot of swarm systems will get into our life such as driverless cars, intelligent manufacturing factory and etc.
Task-oriented robot means that there is no need for operators to understand ''How to do it'', but just need to know ''what to do'' (Kim et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2014) . For example, if you want a cup of coffee, you just need to identify the type of coffee you like and click the button, and you do not need to know anything about how the machine makes it. Actually this is easy to realize for a particular machine, especially which uses switch control. However, the implementation is totally changed if the tasks involve a great number of robots and more complex function requirements of each robot in the system.
In swarm robotic system, task-oriented mechanism is extremely important, because the two following reasons: (a) the number of individuals in robotic system is far more than the number of users, task-oriented mechanism could help users to manage the whole system; (b) users can not to know about every individual performance, task-oriented make the operation easier and more efficient. The concept of task-oriented swarm system includes system architecture, organization of individuals, task decomposition, task allocation, automated action planning and etc.
Control architecture of swarm system contains system architecture and organization of individuals. System architecture includes task decomposition and allocation, information flow, logical reasoning, system decision, execution and state feedback and so on is the skeleton outline of the system, which determines the quality of the system. Organization of individuals is responsible for individual management, under the condition that there are countless individuals in the whole swarm system. System architecture of both single robotic system and Multi-robotic system is an important research area in robotic field. Researchers pursue excellence system architecture for every physical robotic system. Caloud proposed one system architecture ''GOPHER'' which divides system into four layers that contains task decomposition, task allocation, motion planning and execution control (Mataroc and Ostergaard 2003) . Paker (1988) puts forward a distributed architecture ''ALLIANCE'' which is a kind of architecture for multi robots coordination based on their behavior and has the ability of fault tolerance and adaptive capacity. Besides these, some other system architectures include KAMARA, STEAM and etc. (Zlot and Dias 2002) . Under the condition that robotic systems are different from each other in terms of their mechanisms, task requirements or working environments, every particular robotic system architecture has its limitations. Swarm robotic systems have the following characteristics: (1) tasks are various and changing; (2) individuals are distributed dynamically; (3) complex tasks require multiple individuals to complete. For these reasons, swarm robotic system architecture usually needs to make the whole system more robust, reliable, flexible and efficient.
We believe that the idea of swarm robotic systems originated from multi-robotic systems, but the characteristics of flexibility, unpredictability and unforeseeably changes in its scale make it different from multi-robotic systems. In multi-robotic systems, scientists usually paid much attention to multi-robotic cooperation, while in swarm robotics focus should be put on self-organization.
Organization means the process of the formation of system structure and self-organization means the system doing this without outside command. At present, there are two different patterns about self-organization in robotic field: distributed self-organization and hierarchical self-organization. Inspiration of distributed self-organization is mainly from biological systems, such as ant colony, flock of birds, etc. There have been many computational models for distributed self-organization of a large number of autonomous entities. Turing's reaction-diffusion model (Turing 1952) using differential equations to model the periodic pattern formation in a ring of discrete cells or continuous tissues that interact with each other through a set of chemicals, he called ''morphogens''. It maybe the earliest model, which has been testified both mathematically (Murray 1989 ) and experimentally (Ouyang and Swinney 1991) , and many applications have been described (Meinhardt 1982) . Moreover, other models of distributed self-organization in computer science include Witkin and Kass extended the original reaction-diffusion model, Stochastic Cellular Automata (SCA) (Gutowitz 1991; Toffoli 1998) , Amorphous Computing (AC) (Abelson et al. 1999; Nagpal 1999) , HormoneInspired model, ant colony model, particle swarm optimization model, cat swarm model, Critical Particle Swarm (CriPS) (Erskine and Herrmann 2015) , and so on. Some of these algorithms have been used in research on robotic selforganization to simulate animal behavior and accomplish simple task, such as hunting, target searching, formation keeping, etc. But it is an irrefutable fact that distributed selforganization is not effective enough to deal with complex task with sequential logic and is not efficient especially facing with cooperation task.
Hierarchical self-organization, which not only focus on how to form one organization also on building relation between individuals and how to make the organization more efficient, is widely researched in sociology, management science, and psychology (Pfeifer et al. 2007 ). In hierarchical organization, individuals have tight connection and clearly subordinate relationship, which helps the whole system handle complex tasks efficiently with suitable planning. In robotic filed, hierarchical control has been wildly used in multi-robotic system (Kernbach 2008) , but this relation between individuals is mostly built by human in a certain way rather than by system itself. It is almost impossible to establish the whole connections manually in a swarm system considering its characteristics about infinite extension of the system and the changing amount of components, etc.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes system architecture for swarm robotic system, including three layers: human-computer interaction layer, planning layer and execution layer; hierarchical organizational model for task-oriented swarm robotic system is presented in Sect. 3, to find how one self-organizing and self-reconfiguring swarm system could be formed and which method is more convenient for task decomposition and task collaboration; in Sect. 4, task description relating to task decomposition and temporal logic is discussed; Sect. 5 describes the logic lying in the processes from tasks to behaviors and how to structure complex behaviors for tasks; Finally, SociBuilder system will be briefly introduced and the process of transporting one Module task based on SociBuilder system is explained.
System architecture
For the swarm robotic system, there are two types of architecture: system architecture and individual architecture. System architecture is used to deal with the information, knowledge, and relations between individuals in a global view in order to control all individuals in physical and logical layers. It combines group individuals effectively, ensures the information flow and control flow in the system fluently, and provides a framework for the activities and interactions of the whole system. Individual architecture decides the process of information flow in the individual, which has an important influence on the decisions made by individual. Since this part has been widely researched, it will be not discussed in this paper.
Compared with most biological swarm systems, the human swarm system is more complicated and more objective. Considering that human social mechanism has ability to accomplish a variety of goals in the development of society, system architecture of swarm robotic system is established aiming at simulating the human social mechanism, so that the system can effectively solve a variety of tasks. In addition, robots are created in order to cope with human tasks, so it is very important that robots get task requirements efficiently. In this paper, a new system architecture which is designed to simulate human thought and society is established, including three layers: humancomputer interaction layer, planning layer and execution layer, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Human-computer interaction (HCI) layer
Robots should serve for human, but there are some vitally important issues between human and robots including the way human assign tasks and how robots return the feedbacks of the task state in a simple way to human. In this layer, visual task description and visual feedback are included, which are used to produce human task Task-oriented hierarchical control architecture for swarm robotic system 581 requirement outputs to planning layer, and receive the data of visual feedback as input from planning layer at the same time. In HCI layer, virtual graphical method is adopted, through which a virtual world associated with the real world is described. Then, users can manipulate objects in a virtual world to set one task, and users can know the task state through the virtual world.
Planning layer
This layer establishes a bridge between task and action. It consists of eight parts:
Visual task analysis
All tasks could be considered as in changing of states of objects with the time. This analysis is aiming at interpretation of a task from visual task description to some formal language that can be understood by computer. This interpretation needs to consider the task requirements and restrictions in real-world. Taking a simple task for example, if we want put a book on the desk and then put a cup of coffee on the book, it is unrealistic to put the coffee in the right position in the air firstly and then put the book under the cup as what we have done in virtual operation with compute. And moreover, we also need to keep the cup horizontal all the time to prevent coffee from spilling out.
Task decomposition
Decomposition is an effective method to implement complex tasks, which means breaking down complex tasks into some simple sub-tasks (Yang and Asada 1997; Lueth and Laengle 1994) according to task sequence, task property and etc.
Task allocation
Agent technology is utilized in this system. Not only abstracting Socibots as executive Agents, also some other Agents are introduced to manage Sub-Agents. Every Agent has its database about the current state and capability. In this paper, a market method is proposed to assign the simple tasks (Dasgupta 2012 ).
Self-organization structure
Self-organization means no signal from external system is needed to guide how to set relations among individuals. A novel hierarchical organizational structure is put forward for swarm robotic society, as shown in Fig. 2 , which has the following characteristics: (a) agent has identification about its current level; (b) agent could be created and discarded by the agent in the former level; (c) agents in the same level could allocate Sub-Agents of others; (d) quantity of Agents' level increases along with the growth of the system, but the first and the last level would never change; (e) this structure allows system to concentrate on solution for tasks instead of the quantity of swarm robotics. For a specific task, the system will formed one local system structure relying on task decomposition and allocation, so this self-organization structure can carry out multi-task work more efficiently.
Action planning
All tasks are able to be completed easily by making a series of actions with clear and sequential relation in advance, but the questions of how to arrange what and when to do are addressed in this part .
Expansion mechanism
Additions and deletions of individuals are common phenomenon/operation in swarm robotics, because of the needs of new individuals and failure of older. This mechanism contributes to a stable system structure as a whole with varying of individuals. When one individual is added to system, it will belong to one Agent in the level n -1 in randomly method. Sensor data originates from sensors and reflects the states of system. This part devotes to picking up useful data and analyzing them to guide human behavior.
Derate analysis
When system fails to complete task perfectly, this function will provide suboptimal scheme; on the other hand, when the targets of subtask cannot be fully achieved, it will improve some criteria of other subtask or create a new auxiliary subtask to ensure fulfill the task.
Execution layer
This layer contains all actuators, regardless of whether or not they participate in tasks directly. Execution layer receives orders from planning layer as input and provides sensors data as output. In addition, signal communication is an essential issue for swarm robotic system, which is the foundation of interaction and organization. It is supposed that Agent could only communicate with Sub-Agent and Up-Agent and the number of Sub-Agents of one Agent cannot to be too large to get stuck in communication.
3 Task-oriented hierarchical organizational model Agent technology is prompted by giving formal descriptions and introducing the idea of robotic society. In this society, individual is abstracted as Agent with the ability of perception, decision and action. All Agents construct social organization with special order to complete specific task. In the Agent technology, robotic society requires to abstract many virtual Agents, which are on hierarchical system for task decomposition, action planning, self-organization and etc. In the research field of organizational model, some typical methods have been proposed, such as Agent/Group/ Role (AGR) model (Ferber and Gutknecht 1998) , electronic institution model (Cardoso et al. 2006) , HARMO-NIA model (Kim et al. 2011 ) and so on, but they have some communal disadvantages as follows:
1. The models are built just for static organizational structure, not for dynamic; 2. There is no unified standard, so these models could just be used on their particular system and do not have good compatibility; 3. Although there are series of theory of organization design, most of them use complex logical tools to describe and infer actions, which are not suitable for engineering application.
In this paper, organizational model defines a series of autonomous Agents and the social orders among them, intending to decompose the ultimate social target and define cooperative demands. In the robotic society, cooperation means that many Agents in one organization can complete social target together.
Cooperation types
From the view of society, cooperation is a management mode of the organization, managing the interaction among Agents and the individuals in activities. According to different methods to fulfill social target, cooperation can be classified into three basic types: market cooperation, network cooperation and hierarchical cooperation.
Market cooperation is committed to promote the exchange between different Agents. Agents provide services and identify their capacities, and then decide the executive priority for each robot. The general aim of market mechanism is to complete most of the tasks with cost and resources as little as possible. In terms of the network cooperation, the general aim of the Agents is to make them build steady and reliable relations between individual robots. Hierarchical cooperation is used to guide resources and information flow from the centralized management of the hierarchy in the organization, and determine the affiliation of members by the predefined structure rather than by negotiation or communication (Table 1) .
Self-configuration/self-reconfiguration of organizational model
For a robotic system to complete one complex task, all the robots in the system need to cooperate with others through their communication channel and control interface. In fact, it's a natural network cooperative relationship. But problems of network cooperation in space application are as follows:
1. It needs to make a plan for each robot to designate how to deal with the task after being expressed clearly. With the expanding amount and various kinds of robots involved in society, it will confront the state space explosion problem to get a complete plan directly; 2. The executive process always involves too many individuals and a great deal of time and spatial span are required, and hence it is highly complicated and difficult to control and manage; 3. Because of higher communication cost, especially the limitation of bandwidth, more unpredictable and indefinite events happened in the organizational structure prompt it to choose the hierarchical cooperation model to reduce the interaction cost.
This problem could be solved by adding task plan Agent to organization and making the original Agent as a functional Agent at the bottom layer. Task planning Agent is running on robots controller or computer with calculating ability. It decomposes the task layer by layer, till the Agent could understand the task and execute it. The closeness of hierarchical cooperation makes it inevitable to have limitation in another task or another kind of tasks, so different hierarchical cooperation models are needed to satisfy different task targets. In another word, task-oriented selfconfiguration/self-reconfiguration is an indispensable ability for the robotic society, as shown in Fig. 3 .
In the task-oriented hierarchical organizational model, task planning Agent has determined affiliation and interaction of common goals and specific organizational relationships, and knows how to interact and decompose task through communication.
Task description knowledge
It is inevitable to discard some details of the task when making a task description. Moreover, since there are some uncertainties during task implementation handicapping the description, such as external instructions, events, and the choices of decision-making process, etc. This paper proposes a novel task logic L task TCN based on temporal constrain net. In this task logic L task TCN ; a task description is represented by goals in several time intervals and the relations between these time intervals.
4.1 Syntax for task description knowledge L task TCN uses task formula to represent goal in a time interval. An atomic task formula is in the form of Tðx; y. . .Þ corresponding to an assertion: Assertion T ðx; y. . .Þ; where T is atomic task name, variable individuals x; y. . . are task parameters.
Definition 4.1 (Task Formula)
1. Atomic task formula Tðx; y. . .Þ is task formula; 2. If a; b are task formulas, then :a; a ! b; and aPb are task formulas; 3. If a is a task formula, R is a relation, then 8xRða; xÞ Á a is task formula; 4. If a is a task formula, C is a concept, then PxCðxÞ Á a is task formula; 5. ? is task formula (Contradiction).
P and P are extra-operators introduced into the traditional Description Logic, called additive operators, or additives. An additive task formula is a task formula of the form aPb or Pxa: aPb means that event happening or decision making will choose a or b:
PxCðxÞ Á a equals to aðx ¼ x 1 ÞPaðx ¼ x 2 Þ. . .Paðx ¼ x n Þ; where x 1 ; x 2 . . .x n is all of the elements in the concept C. The additive complexity of a task formula is the number of occurrences of additives in that task formula.
In applications, enrich the expression ability is as following, In the formula, a ' b means both of them do not execute; 9Rða; xÞ Á aðxÞ means there exists x satisfy aðxÞ and Rða; xÞ; a^b means both of them need execute; a _ b means they exist relationship of ''or''; a b means task b contains task a: Definition 4.2 (Temporal Constrain) A temporal variable X corresponds to a time interval ½t 1 ; t 2 ; where t 1 ; t 2 is the beginning and end of the time interval. Particularly, the temporal variable # corresponds to the reference interval NOW.
Basic temporal interval relations are: before (b), meets (m), during (d), overlaps (o), starts (s), finishes (f), and equal (=). General temporal interval relations are defined as:
Temporal constrains between intervals are defined as:
X is the set of temporal variable, T C is the set of temporal constrain between time intervals, and Q@ X is the set of goal corresponding to temporal variable.
A temporal constrain net can be defined as
ÞÞ which describes an abstract task with the goals in corresponding time intervals, where } is temporal existential quantifier.
Semantics for task description knowledge
Temporal constrain net is defined on a linear, unbounded, and dense temporal structure } ¼ ðP; hÞ; where P is a set of time points and h is a strict partial order on P. In such a structure, given an interval X and a temporal relation R t ; it is always possible to find an interval Y such that ðXðR t ÞYÞ:
(the symbolic domain of I), a set } I h (the interval set of the selected temporal structure }), and a function Á I ¼ fs I ; e I ; v I g which gives a meaning to task formulas, temporal relations, and temporal variables.
Interpretation function s I about task formulas
Primitive interpretation function about atomic task formulas maps instances of atomic formulas to 0; 1 f g: ðTÞ I ¼ 1 means that the goal described by T is achieved as well as vice versa:
The interpretation function about task formulas without additive operators is extended by the following inductive definitions:
The meaning of task formulas with additive operators is obtained by the reasoning services for task description knowledge in Sect. 4.1.
Interpretation functions about temporal relations e

I and temporal variables v I
Primitive interpretation function about temporal relations is shown in Fig. 4 Fig. 3 Self-configuration/self-reconfiguration of an organization Task-oriented hierarchical control architecture for swarm robotic system 585 the basic unit to build the behavior of upper Agent. But this method is generally used in mobile robot platform because it is only active in the atomic behavior choices and is unable to monitor or manage complicated concurrent behavior. Behavior generation method is developed to monitor and manage concurrent activities of many Agents in one organization in order to realize the generality of it.
Control structure
It is important to decide how to describe and analyses the behavior in any control structure, the classical Kripke structure model (Jeyaraman et al. 2006 ) is chosen. Kripke structure makes M ¼ ðS; R; L; S 0 Þ; in which S means nonempty finite set of states, R means state transition set, L: S7 !2 AP means every state corresponds to an atomic proposition, and S 0 S means initial set of states.
In the process of monitoring and management of MultiAgents action, State S mark;t S is uese to describe all effective states at time t, and use sequence X ¼ S mark;0 ; S mark;1 . . . to represent implementation process.
Definition of behavior
The lower layer Agent provides a series of function interface for the Up-Agent. In essence, behavior is a strategy to operate this functional interface, according to the current events. In the Fig. 5 
Behavior generation
Behavior is a motion control strategy that consists of a series of action to accomplish a task. If there is only one action in the task, which is called as atomic behavior; otherwise called combined behavior. Automatic generation mechanism of robot behavior is not a simple isolated problem, often related to a number of factors, such as control structure, task requirements, etc. The more commonly used methods are conditional response method (Barclay and Delores 1955) , Mass method, probability method (Liang and Zhou 1997) , etc. Conditional response method is used for simple action, which is difficult to be used for complex tasks. While Mass method and probability method need long time to solve complex tasks.
meets (i,j) overlap (i,j) starts (i,j) during (i,j) finishes(i,j) In this paper, proposition/transition Petri network (Tzes et al. 1996) with enable arc and suppression arc to describe inner structure of combined behavior is adopted. Every library Place i of Petri network is given a set of propositions Assertion Set i : When Place i contains Token means all propositions in this set are true. Combined behavior is composed by two parts: structure module and control module as shown in Fig. 6 . Structure module encapsulates one behavior and provides interface for receiving and sending event. Control module links a collection of various interfaces of structure modules and controls the execution process.
To simplify the description, existing compound behavior could be set as structure modules when building a more compound behavior.
Primitive structure module
The process that a primitive structure module corresponds to an action and its Petri net model is shown in Fig. 7 .
Refer to the definition of action, correspondence between action and this Petri net model is shown as follows:
Refer to the definition of behavior, correspondence between primitive and this Petri net model is shown as follows: 
The events Ready; Action OK; Action Fail are generated by a role in the Agent's group or a calculating program. The primitive structure module in Fig. 10 has two result places, but it could have more result places in a general case.
Combination structure module
The Petri net model of a combination structure module is shown in Fig. 8 . The denotations at the bottom, fInputg and fOutputg; mean that the number of events could be 0 or a natural number.
Refer to the definition of behavior, correspondence between combination and this Petri net model is shown as follows:
The denotations Start Block; Abort Block; Block Result1; Block Result2; . . .; fInputg; and fOutputg are interfaces that need to be connected to the interfaces of a control module.
Control module
In a behavior structure, control module manages the procedure of structure modules through their interfaces. Some typical control modules will be presented as follows, such as sequence, parallel-and, parallel-or, if-then-else, and while-do.
Sequence Control Module
The control module Sequence (A, B) is used to connect two structure modules: A and B. If A fails then B would be skipped. Its Petri net model is shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 6 Components of combined behavior Task-oriented hierarchical control architecture for swarm robotic system 587 2. Parallel-And Control Module
The control module Parallel-And (A, B) is connected with two structure modules: A and B. They execute in parallel and the control module is considered finished until all of them have finished. Its Petri net model is shown in Fig. 10 .
Parallel-OR Control Module
The control module Parallel-OR (A, B) is connected with two structure modules: A and B. They execute in parallel and the control module is considered finished if any one of them has finished. Its Petri net model is shown in Fig. 11 .
If-Then-Else Control Module
The control module If-Then-Else is connected with three structure modules: IF, THEN and ELSE. The control module ends up with a failure only if the structure module IF fails.. And when the IF block provides a result1, the THEN block will be executed. Otherwise the ELSE block will be executed respectively. Usually the IF block is considered as an information querying behavior. The Petri net model is shown in Fig. 12 .
While-Do Control Module
The control module While-Do is connected with two structure modules: WHILE and DO. The control module executes WHILE-DO loop until one of them fails. Its Petri net model is shown in Fig. 13 . Task-oriented hierarchical control architecture for swarm robotic system 589 These above mentioned procedures are basic control modules. According to the involved structure modules and external events. Other control modules could be designed.
Application
In this section, a swarm robotic system called Socibuilder system is briefly introduced. Then, the above theories are implemented on this platform to verify that they are effective in swarm system. Notably, although the number of individuals is countable in this platform, this system is also called swarm robotic system, because it adopts the special organization defined in concept.
SociBuilder system
There are two things that play an important role in human history. The first is hierarchical social structure, which guided every individual to find his or her position in a particular local organization under the control of a leader. The other is the reciprocal action or influence with the economy, which urged/motivated individuals to keep engaging in their own activities and helped individuals to get comparable achievements. In order to simulate those scenarios with robots, building construction procedure is selected as the simulation task by our robotic system. SociBuilder comes from the combination of Social and Builder, which means every individual has social attributes and construction.
Elements of system
The implemented platform, as shown in Fig. 14 , includes four parts: Active Region (subdivided into task area, transport area, warehouse area A and B), Socibots (subdivided into Transbots and Handbots), construction modules (subdivided into Squ-modules and Rof-modules) and warehouse.
Active region
The area for Socisbots movement is called Active region. There contains many black cross lines, which assist Socibots to locate their position and to plan movement. The distribution of lines can be modified relying on the purpose of the area. In this paper, active region is designed as shown in Fig. 14 , which includes four districts: task area, transport area, warehouse area A and warehouse area B.
Socibots
The Socibots are responsible for transporting modules and building house, which contain two types of individuals respectively: Transbots and Handbots. Handbots are in charge of building house, loading and unloading modules to Transbots, which is able to lift 400 g objects at most. Transbots are responsible for transporting modules from one place to another, which can carry as much as 4 Squmodules and 2 Rof-modules one time.
The Handbots, which are responsible for grabbing and building, contains seven parts classified by its functions: support module, motion module, source module, control module, operation module, sensor module, and docking module, as shown in Fig. 15 .
The Transbots, which are responsible for transporting modules, contain six parts: support module, motion module, source module, control module, loading module, and sensor module, as shown in Fig. 16 .
The functions and design of support module, motion module, source module, control module and sensor module, are same to both Handbots and Transbos. As loading module, it is set on the top of Transbos specifically and able to accommodate 4 Squ-modules and 2 Rof-modules.
Construction Modules
Construction Modules are basic construction units, which contain two types: Squ-modules and Rof-modules. The structure of Squ-module is shown in Fig. 17 , which is used to build the main body of house. In order to make assemble Task-oriented hierarchical control architecture for swarm robotic system 591 process easily, Squ-module is designed with four quarter circular legs and four quarter circular holes. Two waistshaped holes are added in four sides to increase the range of house shapes and make these work much easier. Moreover, black mark square is set on the top to assist operation using visual for Handbots. The structure of Rof-module is shown in Fig. 18 , which is used to build roof of house on two Squ-modules. The connection feature and size are same with Squ-modules for unity. In addition, black mark is also set on the eaves for visual identification.
Warehouse
Warehouse is the frame of house in which is used to place construction modules. The overall size is 279 mm 9 103 mm 9 153 mm (length 9 width 9 height), fixed in warehouse area A and B. Warehouse is able to accommodate 15 Squ-modules and 4 Rof-modules at most and shown in Fig. 19. 
Building task descript
This platform mainly simulates human construction activities to reflect all planning and organizing methods of human activities. In initial state, all Socibots are randomly distributed in active region, and all construction modules are placed in warehouse A. Then, human send a command of building task to Socibuilder system through HCI to confirm what to build. Next, the system will decompose and distribute the task step by step till the Socibots can execute. In the process of execution, a large number of temporal relations and dynamic planning and organization will be handled automatically. Finally, the system completes the task within the specified time. In the Fig. 20 , Socibuilder system is displayed in the process of performing the task.
In order to complete the simulation successfully, two basic constraints are given as following:
1. All modules must be transported manually from warehouse area A to B before they are used in Fig. 15 Handbots structure building. This ensures system to decompose the work using heterogeneous individuals and imitates transportation of materials from the distance to worksite. 2. Building task should meet executable logic to finish the given task.
Task-oriented hierarchical organizational model
Socibuiler system is used to imitate human construction activities to reflect human labor division and social organizational structure. Building task could be decomposed to subtasks step by step until subtasks could be accepted and completed by individual robots, as shown in Fig. 21 . Transport subtask in the figure means the building modules are transported from warehouse A to warehouse B. Objects On means Handbots load modules from warehouse A on to Transbot. Objects Off means Handbots unload modules from Transbot to warehouse B. Building subtask represents Handbots pick up modules from warehouse B to build the building. Then, Socibuiler system could be divided into hierarchical organization as shown in Fig. 22 , based on building task decomposition. The highest layer Agent called task interaction Agent, which could run on a computer or other interactive device, is used to interact with human and manage transport function Agent and building function Agent. Next, based on transport subtask decomposition, Transport function Agent manages Objects On Agent, transport Agent and objects off Agent. These Agents could directly control executive Agents, which mean they manage parts of Transbots and Handbots. Besides, building function Agent also can directly control executive Agents.
Instance
In this subsection, one instance is enumerated to explain how system works about task description and automated They representative object on, transport and object off. Then, according to the abilities of swarm individuals, it will ensure that all these subtasks could be completed by them. In addition, temporal constrains need to be determined among these subtask. According to physical phenomenon, sequence relation can be identified. Based on the task relations, behavior planning could be atomically generated using sequence control module mentioned in Sect. 5.3.3. In the above task, a classic behavior is chosen and generate Petri network as shown in Fig. 23 . 
Conclusion
With the development of computer technology and industrial technology, an increasing number of robots will step into human life for serving human being. These robots, then, will connect with each other and form a whole system. It is vital to manage the whole system by using network, composed with relationship units. Intelligent swarm systems such as intelligent terminal, intelligent storage, intelligence factory, artificial war, etc. fully predict that the future of robotic world is prone to be a swarm robotic world. Imagine that, when a factory is on fire, users just need to send a large number of robots there and dispatch the task of handling fire to the top robot, and then the swarm robotic system will self-organize, manage themselves to complete task.
In this paper, a new concept of swarm robotics is presented, in which emphasis is put on organization structure, rather than simply the quantity. Swarm robotic system, which is thought to obtain ability of self-organization and self-healing in future, is a system consisting of a vast number of individuals which will be used under the condition filled with many bursts and unexpected damages. In addition, the control architecture of swarm robotic system is researched, task description knowledge and automated behavior planning. From the experiment, the methods are proven to be effective for realizing intelligent task-oriented control of swarm system.
Admittedly, there are still many problems need to be solved, such as a novel method of HCI for swarm system, robustness of organization, self-healing of organization, etc.
